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1. 1NTRoDucT10~ 
In 1968 L. A. Zadeh [7] detined the entropy of a fuzzy subset of a set X 
for the first time. A. De Luca and S. Termini have generalized such a 
concept and they have introduced the idea of energy. A. De Luca and S. 
Termini, E. Trillas and T. Riera, J. Knopfmacher, and other authors have 
given several examples of energy and entropy. Unfortunately, when X is 
infinite, these examples have some indesirable features. For example, they are 
only defined for a measurable fuzzy set, and many properties which are true 
when X is a finite are only “almost everywhere” true when X is infinite. 
Moreover, the contribution to entropy and energy of a finite subset of points 
is nonregistered. 
My aim in this paper is to show that, if we replace the real number field 
by a nonstandard model of analysis, it is possible to avoid such incon- 
veniences. In fact I give some good examples of (nonstandard) entropies and 
energies which are natural extensions to the infinite case of the known 
energies and entropies defined when X is finite. 
2. NONEXISTENCE OF GOOD ENTROPIES AND ENERGIES 
Let X be an arbitrary set, and let L(X) be the lattice of all fuzzy sets 
defined on X [6]. Then L(X) is partially ordered by the relationf<g (that 
is, tlx E X, f(x) <g(x)) and by the relation f <,g (that is, Vx E X, 
f(x) < g(x) for g(x) < f and f(x) > g(x) for g(x) > 4). The entropies and the 
energies are functionals h: L(X) + R + and e: L(X) -+ R +, where R + is the 
set of nonnegative real numbers, subject to suitable conditions. It is 
desirable, for example, that f <s g implies h(f) < h(g) and that f < g implies 
e(f) < e(g). But it is easy to prove that: 
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PROPOSITION 1. Let S(G) be a partially ordered set, and e, h functions 
from L(X) to S(G). If we suppose that 
(9 f<s=-(f) <e(g) 
or that 
(ii) f %g*h(f) <h(g) 
then 1 XI < 1 S 1, where 1 YI denotes the cardinality of a set Y. Moreover, R (<) 
is (isomorphic to) a substructure of S(G). 
Proof: Let us suppose X well ordered by the relation <’ and, for every 
b E X, let g, be defined by 
&(X) = ;I 
if x<lb 
otherwise. 
It is easy to see that from a <’ b it follows that g, < g, and g, <s g,. Then 
from (i), and respectively from (ii), we have that the correspondences 
b E X + e( gb) E S, and respectively b E X -+ h( gb) E S, are one-to-one. It 
follows that 1x1 < ISI. Moreover, if a E [0, l] and if f, is the function con- 
stantly equal to a, then the correspondences a E (0, 4) + e(f,) E S and 
a E (0, f) -+ h(f,) E S are order-isomorphism from ((0, i), 9) to a suitable 
substructure of S. Since the structure ((0, f), <) is isomorphic to R(G), we 
have that R(G) is isomorphic to a substructure of S(G). 
From Proposition 1 it follows that the existence of an energy verifying (i) 
or of an entropy verifying (ii) is possible only if we suppose L(G) to be a 
suffkiently large extension of R(G). Then it is natural to suppose L(G) equal 
to a nonstandard model of analysis. 
3. NONSTANDARD MODELS OF ANALYSIS 
For an introduction to the methods of nonstandard analysis see [4], as we 
recall only some elementary notions. Let I be a set, then a subset % of 9(I) 
is called a “free ultrafilter” provided: 
(a) 0kZp 
(b) A,BEP*A~BEP 
(c) AE%,BE9(I),B2‘4=FBE~ 
(d) B E .-P(I) + either B E 22 or -B E % 
(e) A E P 3 A infinite. 
We set R’ = {f/’ I+ R}, if f E R’ we sometimes denote f by (f (i))i,l. 
If f,g E R’ we set ((f + g>(i))i,, = C..f(O + g(i))iE~, ((f * g>(i)>i,~ = 
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(f(i) . g(i>>i,I, f = g mod P if’f{ilf(i) = g(i)} E P’, [f] = { g/g =fmod g}, 
VI + kl = Lf+gl, VI * M = [.I-* 819 VI G [sl iff- w-w Gkm} Eg’, 
*R = { [J]/‘E RI}. It is easy to prove that +, a, and < are well defined and 
that R(+, . , <) is an ordered nonarchimedean field. This field is named 
“model nonstandard of analysis.” Putting h:aER+[f,]ER we have an 
immersion of R to *R. If Vn E N, [f] > n (respectively f < l/n) we call [f] 
infinite (infinitesimal). 
2/ also defines in X1 = {a/a: I-+X} an equivalence relation putting 
a E p mod Z! o {i/a(i) = p(i)} E %. We set again [a] = {pEX’/E 
/I mod %} and *X=X’/% = {[al/a E X’}. If (Fi)i,l is a family of finite 
subset of X, then the subset F = {[al/Vi a(i) E Fi} of *X is called *-finite. 
Note that if F is *-finite, then for everyY E y(X), Y r7 F is also *-finite. If 
f: X-+ R we define the *-finite sum CxeF f(x) (in short Cf(x)) putting 
Cftx) = [CCxeFif(x>)ieIl* It is easy to see that, if X E F G *X, the *-finite 
sums have the same property of the finite sums. For example, 
vx f(x) > 0 =s 
i 
C&f(x) = 0 0 Vxf(x) = 0 
) (1) 
a ~:f(x) + b &$x) = 2 W-(x> +k(x)) (2) 
Vxf(x) > g(x) =P ~:fW > c g(x) (3) 
(4) 
To prove (1) we suppose that Cf(x) = 0, then A = {i/CXEFif(x) = 0) E 
S?Z. From the hypothesis X G F it follows that Vu E X, B = {i/a E Fi} E P. 
From (a) and (d) it follows that A n B # 0. Consequently there exists i such 
that C,,F,f(x) = 0 and a E F, . In conclusion f(u) = 0 for every a E X. 
Conversely if f(x) = 0 Vx E X is obvious that Cf(x) = 0. The proofs of 
(2), (3), (4) are also immediate. 
Finally, we set IlFll = Cf,(x) = [(lFil)i,,]. Note that, if X is infinite and 
XE F, /IF11 is an infinite element of *R. 
4. NONSTANDARD ENERGY AND ENTROPY 
We generalise the definitions of energy and entropy [ 11. 
We call nonstandard energy a function e: L(X) + *R such that 
(le> e(p>=O-p=fo 
(2e) P < 4 =- e(p) Q e(q). 
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We call nonstandard entropy a function h: L(X) + *R such that 
(lh) h(P)=0 opEM= {flVxf(x)E {O,l)} 
PI P <, 4 s-h(P) < h(q). 
It is natural to consider further requirements on the energy and entropy. 
Let us list some of these requirements. 
(3e) e(p) = max e op =fi 
(44 P < 4 * e(p) < e(q) 
(5e) The amount of energy is the sum of individual contributions 
evaluated by means of a function depending only on the single point and on 
the value of the degree of membership, 
(6~3) Energy is a continuous function with respect o a suitable metric 
on L(X). 
(74 4P V 4) = e(p) + e(q) - 4P A 9) 
(8e) e(p)E *[O, l]= {xE *R/O<x< I} 
and, respectively, 
(3h) h(p) = max h op =f,,2 
(4h) P <s 4 * h(P) < h(q) 
(5h), (6h), (7h), (8h) 1% 1 e, respectively, (se), (6e), (7e), (se) 
(9h) h(P) = h(l -P)* 
It is easy to give several examples of nonstandard energies and entropies 
extending the well-known examples of energy and entropy given when X is 
finite. It is enough to substitute to the finite sums the *-finite sums. For 
example, if R + is the set of real positive numbers, F is a *-finite set such that 
XEFE *X, and @XX [0, l]-+R+, y/:Xx [0, l]-+R+, we set 
e(f) = 1 OWW) (5) 
h(f) = c w(-uYx)>* (6) 
PROPOSITION 2. If e is defined by (5), then e is a nonstandard energy iff: 
(le’) Vz E X (#(z, c) = 0 0 c = 0) 
(2e’) Vz E X (c < c’ * Q(z, c) < #(z, c’)). 
Proof: Let us suppose that e is a nonstandard energy, then 
e(f,) = C #(z, 0) = 0 and, by (1) Vz #(z, 0) = 0. 
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If $(z, c) = 0, then putting 
fXx) = 1; 
it is e(f:) = JJ #(x,fz(x)) = #(z, c) = 0. From (le) it follows that f z =fO and 
therefore c = 0, so (le’) is proved. 
If c < c’ then Vz f z <f f’ and, by (2e), e(ff) = @(z, c) < e(f:‘) = $(z, c’). 
So (2e’) is also proved. Conversely if (le’) and (2e’) are true then it is 
obvious that e(fJ = 0. If e(f) = 0, by (l), Vx E X, #(x,f(x)) = 0 and 
therefore, by (le’), f = fo. Finally, if f < g we have, by (2e’), Vx E X 
Q(x,f(x)) < $(x, g(x)). Hence, by (3), it is e(f > < e(g). 
PROPOSITION 3. If h is defined by (6), then h is a nonstandard entropy 
lg.7-z 
(lh’) Vz~Xt&z,c)=Ooc~ (0, 1) 
P’) vz E X W(Z,Y> is nondecreasing in [0, i] and nonincreasing in 
ProoJ: Let us suppose that h is a nonstandard entropy. Then 
h(f,) = (h(f,) = C ~(x, 0) = C yl(x, 1) = 0. If yl(z, c) = 0 then h(f f) = 
~(z, c) = 0. It follows, from (lh), that f z E M and therefore c E {0, 1 }. Then 
(lh’) is so proved. If c, c’ E [0, f ] and c < c’, then f f <,f i’) and h(f f) = 
~(z, c) < h(f t’) = ~(z, c’). If c, c’ E [+, l] and c < c’ then f f >, f S’. It 
follows that h(f f) = ~(z, c) > h(f f’) = ~(z, c’) and (2h’) is also proved. 
Conversely if (le’) and (2e’) are true, it is obvious that if f E A4 then 
h(f) = 0. If we suppose that e(f) = 2 t&x, f (x)) = 0 then Vx E X 
v(x, f (x)) = 0. From (1 h’) it follows that f E M. Finally, if f <, g then, by 
(2h’), Vx E X w(x,f (x)) < v(x,g(x)). We conclude, by (3), that 
h(f) G h(g). 
In general e(f) and h(f) are infinite number. For example, if g(x, y) is 
independent from x: Q(x, f (x)) = g(f (x)) by a suitable function g, we have 
that e(f,) = C g(f,(x)) = IlFll g(a). C onsequently the following functions are 
preferable: 
e’(f) = e(f Yl~ll = [ ( C $(x~f(x))/lFilj 
XEFi iEI 
]
h’C-0 = h(f )/ll~l = [ ( xz, ~(x>f(x))/IFilj 
I iet 
1. 
(7) 
(8) 
PROPOSITION 4. The function e’ dejked by (7) is a nonstandard energy 
such that Vf e’(f) E *[O, l] zfl (le’), (2e’) are verified and Vx, y 
!I& Y> E 107 1I. 
Proof. Since *R is an ordered field and ]]F]] > 0, the function 
x E *R + x/llFII is strictly increasing. This implies that e verifies (le) and 
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(2e) iff e’ verities (le) and (2e). Then, by Proposition 2, e’ is an energy if 
and only if (le’) and (2e’) are verified. If Vx, y 4(x, y) E [0, l] it is also 
CXEFi~(x,f(x))/IIFi(l < 1. This implies that e’(f) E *[O, I]. Conversely if Vf 
e’(f) E *[O, 11, then Vz E X e’(ff) = $(z, c) E *[O, 11. Since $(z, c) is a 
standard real number, #(z, c) E [0, 11. 
Likewise we proceed to prove the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 5. The function h’ is a nonstandard entropy such that Vf 
h(f) E *[O, 11 l@-(W), (2h’) are verified and Vx, y v/(x,f(x)) E [0, I]. 
5. SOME EXAMPLES 
We generalise the definition given in [ 1 ] and we call “nonstandard power” 
the function 
P(f) = Xff(4. (9) 
We call “f-measure” the function 
P’(f) = P(f)/ll~ll* (10) 
PROPOSITION 6. The nonstandard power p is a nonstandard energy that 
verifies (3e),..., (7e). The f-measure p’ also verifies (se). 
Proof. Proposition 2 implies that p is an energy. To prove (4e) we 
suppose that Vx f (x) < g(x) and f # g. Since p is an energy p(f) <p(g). If, 
by absurd, we suppose that p(f) =p( g), then C (g(x) -f(x)) = 0 and hence 
Vx g(x) = f (x). This proves that p(f) <p(g). The property (3e) is a conse- 
quence of (4e). The (se) is banally true. To prove the (6e) we set 
V’f, g E L(X), ddf,g) = 2 If(x) -g(x)]. Now, by property (4) of *-finite 
sums, (2 (f(x) - g(x))] < 2 If(x) - g(x)]. It follows that ddf g) < E implies 
p(f) -p(g) < E for every positive real number E (uniform continuity). 
Finally, to prove (7e) we observe that p(f V g) = [(JJXEFi max{f (x), 
dx)~)i~Il = [CZ.~EF~ (fCx) + dx> - min{f (x), dx)I))i~~l =C f (x) + C 
g(x) - c (f A g)(x) = Pm + p(g) - P(f A g)* 
It is easy to prove that p’ verifies (le),..., (Be). 
The functions p and p’ have some interesting properties. 
PROPOSITION 7. If p and p’ are, respectively, a nonstandard power and 
an f-measure then: 
(4 PK) = a ll4L p’(f,) = a 
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(b) iff, is the characteristic function of a set Y, then pdfy) = (1 Y n FI(, 
P’(f*) = II Y~ml~II 
(c) p and p’ are linear 
(d) I = G I’ = WII. 
Proof. (a), (b), (c) are obvious. To prove (d) we recall that XC F and 
therefore Vz E X A, = {i/z E Fi] E Z!. Then from A, E (i/Cx.Fi f z(x) = c} it 
follows that {i/CXEF,f z(x) = c} E Z!. 
We give examples of nonstandard entropies putting 
h(f)=r A:;)) (11) 
where A: [0, l] -+ [0, l] is continuous, strictly increasing in [0, f], 
A(O)=A(l)=O and A(x)=A(l -x). 
PROPOSITION 8. The function h defined by (11) is a nonstandard entropy 
having the properties (3h),..., (9h). 
Proof. Proposition 2 proves that h is a nonstandard entropy. To prove 
(4h) we suppose that f <$ g. By (2h) it is h(f) <h(g). If, by absurd, 
h(f) = h(g) then C (A(f (x)) - A( g(x))) = 0. By hypothesis f <S g it follows 
that tlx E X A(f (x)) - A( g(x)) > 0. Then by (1) Vx E X A(f(x)) = A( g(x)). 
Now if g(x) < f also f(x) < t and, A being strictly increasing in [0, j], 
f(x) = g(x). If g(x) > f then 1 - g(x) < f , 1 -f(x) < f and A( 1 -f(x)) = 
A( 1 - g(x)). It follows that 1 -f(x) = 1 - g(x) and f (x) = g(x). In any case 
f(x) = g(x) contradicting the hypothesis f <sg. We conclude that 
h(f) < h(g) and (4h) is proved. (3h) follows from (4h). (5h) is obvious. To 
prove (6h) we set d(f, g) = C ] f (x) -g(x)]. The function A is continuous 
in a compact set, hence it is uniformly continuous: V/E > 0 36 I y - zI < 6 
implies that IA(y) - A(z)1 < E. Suppose that d(f, g) < 6, then 
A = {i/CxeFi I f(x) - g(x)] < S} E %. If z E X, by hypothesis X G F, 
A, = {i/z E Fi} E %. By the properties of ultrafilters A f7 A, # 0, moreover, 
if j E A n A,, CxCFj ] f (x) - g(x)] < 6 and x E Fj. This proves that 
If(z) -g(z)] < 6 Vz E X. By the uniform continuity it is also 
IA(f (z>> -4dz))l < E and hence JJ I A(f (x)) - A( g(x))1 < E )I FII. We 
conclude that, if d(f, g) < 6, then 
Ih(f) - h(g)( = Ix A(f(x);l-;(g(x)) / <c ‘Av(x);,;l;(g(x))’ <&. 
It is easy to prove also (7h), (8h) and (9h). 
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6. THE CONNECTION AMONG STANDARD AND NONSTANDARD ENTROPIES 
AND ENERGIES 
We recall that iffE R’ and a E R, it is, by definition: lim.f= a u V/E > 0 
3YEP, ViE Ylf(i)-al <e. 
It is easy to see that, if f is limited, then lim,f exists and that if 
f= gmod 2!‘, then lim,f= lim,g. Then if [f] is finite we set 
st( [f]) = lim, f(x). Th e value SC(X) is the unique real number such that 
x - G(X) is infinitesimal. Also x <v * st(x) < st(~~) and H(X) = 0 ox is 
infinitesimal. We recall also [2] that mF YE L?(X) + st(]i YnF]]/]]F]]) is a 
finitely additive measure. 
If d and v are limited, we set: 
e,(f) = St ( 
7 Qkf @>I 3 llFll 1 
h,(f) =st 1 ( 
w(x~f(x)) ,lFll 1 * 
(12) 
(13) 
PROPOSITION 9. If Q is limited and it verifies (le’) and (2e’), then e, is a 
totally defined function such that: 
(le*) e,(f) = 0 o Vp E N 4(x, f (x)) < l/p almost everywhere 
Pe*) fQ*ee,(fKeS(g) 
where N is the natural number set. 
ProoJ: To prove (le*) we observe that 
e,(f) = 0 0 x ‘(x’f (x)) 
IlFll 
is infinitesimal e Vr E N 
< l/r E FT. 
I 
Also VPE N mF({x/$(xT f(x)) > VP}) =O 0 VP E N IlW(x~ f(x)) > 
l/p} n fi1/[lFll is infinitesimal o Vp, q E N 
A4 = i IlxE Fil#(x~f(x)) > l/P}1 < ljq E ~ 
P 
ii IIFII I 
0 VP, qE NAE = {i/1(x E FJ$(x,f(x)) > l/p}] < lFi)/q} E %. In this way 
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we must prove that Vr U, E % e Vp, q A; E P. Suppose that Vr U, E % and 
that, by absurd, 3p, q A; & P, then -AZ E %. Now if i E -A;, 
c ~(X~f(X)> > l,pq 
XcF, lFil ’ 
and hence UP, f7 -Ai = 0, a contradiction. Conversely, let us assume that 
Vp, q AZ E P’, and let s be an upper bound for 4. Then Vi E Ai 
1 o(x,f(x))++ (IFi,-?) +- 
XEFj 
and 
xii lFil 
7 4(xJ-(x)) < s/q + l/p - l/pq. 
Now if r E N and p, q are such that (s/q + l/p - l/pq) < r, also Ai C_ U, and 
therefore U, E PP. (2e*) is obvious. 
Likewise we prove that: 
PROPOSITION 10. If w is limited and it verifies (lh’) and (2h’), then h, 
verifies 
(lh*) h,(J) = 0 o Vp E N y(x,f(x)) < l/p almost everywhere 
W”) f<,g*u.f-)<Ug). 
We call m,-energy (respectively m,-entropy) a function e,: L(X)-+ R 
(respectively h, : L(X) + R) verifying (le*) and (2e*) (respectively (lh*) 
and (2h *)). 
PROPOSITION 11. Let e and h be an energy and an entropy defined in [ 1 ] 
and [3]. 
Then e and h are extendible, respectively, to an (totally defined) m,-energy 
and (totally defined) m,-entropy. 
Proof. By the theory of nonstandard integration [2] we have that if fi is a 
a-additive measure and f is p-measurable, then a +-finite set F exists such 
that 
PROPOSITION 12. The m,-energy p,(f) = st(C f (x)/llFII) is an extension 
to L(X) of the measure mF defined in S(X). Conversely if p is a finite 
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additive measure deflned on a subfield of 9(X), then there exists a *-finite 
set F such that the m,-energy ps is an extension of p to L(X). 
ProoJ Iffy is the characteristic function of the set Y, we have that 
pU)=st [(zi$$JE, ] =st [( “,~,p’),,l =mAY). 
Conversely if ,u is a finitely additive measure defined in a subfield S of 
9(X), then, by nonstandard theory of finitely additive measures [2], there 
exists a +-finite subset F such that m,(Y) = ,u(Y) VY E S. Then 
NC (f(x)/llFII>) is an extension of,u. 
Proposition 12 shows that the functions ps are adequate to found a theory 
of measure for a fuzzy set. 
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